Sock Spot Classroom Presentation
Take one large dry eraser board and draw a picture of the front of the washer machine . Place a
few socks in the clips of the Sock Spot and stick to the front of your drawn in washer machine .
Place dry erase board with Sock Spot in the center of the room in clear view of class next to the
reader or presenter and drape a cloth over the Sock Spot to hide .
•. Reader/ presenter asks the question. " how many people in this classroom and raise your
hands if u ever had one sock and u can't find the mate ?
- doesn't it drive you crazy it's so frustrating!!
• Reader / presenter asks what do you think happens to the other sock where does it go ?
Can anyone tell me ? Raise your hands If u know ?
Reader picks children to answer .
• Reader presenter tells the class the other sock will turn up later you will find the other sock
but until that time what in the world do you do with the one Poor little lonely sock sock??
A
• Reader puts hand in the sock and makes sock puppet sad crying noise "Boo-hoo I'm so sad I
lost my best friend" etc etc
• a lot of times mommy and daddy's don't know what to do with the single lost sock !! And you
have a chance to show them the best place for single lost socks
•I'm going to show you something that will help you , your mommy and daddy your whole
family and all the poor lost lonely socks like this one
It is the best , most fun and coolest place for the one lonely lost sock to stay until the mate
returns. It is where lonely socks can be with other lonely socks just like them .it is going to help
you keep your socks together so they will never get lost again you will know exactly where your
sock is when the other mate is found .
It is called the Sock Spot !!
Reader to remove hidden sock spot and show the class.
Each one of these funny animals will hold all your lonely socks until you find the mate.
• can everybody say the name Sock Spot??
Everybody try ,it say the name Sock Spot ,Sock Spot ,Sock Spot!!!
• now we are going to sing a short rhyme to help you remember to put the single lost sock in
the Sock Spot are we ready???
Okay everybody clap together........

Now sing
" when you spot a single sock stick it in the Sock Spot "
Repeat 3x
Now faster!!
sing-along and clap faster until the rhythm and timing falls apart into a frenzy .
• settle down the class
• Have shoes off
• now We going to read you the story of A little boy and his socks and all the critters that hold
your lost socks on the Sock Spot .
• read the story and the sock factoids on character page
Pg 1. "Do you have a pair of favorite socks ?"
2 look at and distinguish between your left sock and right sock
3 - pic
4 - pic
5 . That dog would rip ur socks right off your feet !!
6 - make sure everyone understands the concept
7 - pic of Sock Spot
8- "Not good and look who's watching " point to Meanie Weenie
9-pic
10-left sock was lost
11- where could L sock be ?
12 -again make sure whole class understand concept
13 ,14 - roman goes looking
15+17 lizard
18,19+20 - Bat

21,22,23,24 - fly
25,26,27 -crawfish
28,29 Roman remembers
30 , 31 L sock found
32 reunited
34 snuggle in drawer
35,36 the end
36,37 character + factoids
38 - thank u

• now ask the question to the the class
what are y'all going to do when you have a sad and lonely single lost sock??
Reader begins to clap and has the class sing jingle one more time
• Okay everybody clap together........
Now sing
" when you spot a single sock stick it in the Sock Spot "
Repeat 3x
Now faster!!
sing-along and clap faster until the rhythm and timing falls apart into a frenzy .

